CHAPTER – 4

DINKAR BALU PATIL POLITICAL WORK

Along with Social work there is important of powerful Political thinking and political status, hence they start their Political work. They are thinking that, which Bahujan Society they are doing leadership, that Society should have some Political status.

They had completed their L.L.B. Education from Pune and start practicing in Raigad District. Business purpose Dinkar Patil contact with all General People and they think that for solve their problem they required for their demand Political stage along with law.

To take part in Joint Maharashtra Movement Dinkar Patil had given resignation to Dist. Local Board and enter in Joint Maharashtra Movement. In this Joint Maharashtra Movement Dinkar Patil join with Acharya Atre, Nanasaheb Gore, Co. Shripad Amrut Dange, Ba. Nath Pai, Pr. Madhu Dandwate, Surbanata Tipnis and run this Uran- Panvel Taluka Joint Maharashtra Movement. Dinkar Patil had made hard work to spread this joint Maharashtra movement to all over Village. Hence they become ill and Doctor advice to take 4 moth rest. Because of illness they was not gone Court, hence his wife start teaching. Dinkar Patil get married in 1952 with Tukaram Hiruji Mhatre daughter Sushilatai at Dadar in Balmohan Vidyamandir, Dadar in simple. Before marriage she was working as a clerk at Secretariat. After marriage she had given resignation. Because of Joint Maharashtra Movement hard work Dinkar Patil was ill, and she know the importance of Social Political work and to surviving family she again start her Teacher service.
In Joint Maharashtra Movement Dinkar Patil work and from their lawyer business, their Social, Political work spread all over Maharashtra. Shetkari Kamgar Party member Bhausaheb Raut and Appasaheb force them to enter in election. Dinkar Patil had take part in election as per instruction of Bhausaheb Raut and Appasaheb in the year 1957.

After win first time as a MLA Dinkar Patil given their opinion on various subject and Congress party had take a task. In this period Joint Maharashtra Question, Border dispute, Financial, Social, Daily question made movement. From various Social-Political movement Dinkar Patil increase their public contact. By Dinkar Patil huge Public Contact increase Shetkari Kamgar Party power in Uran Panvel area. Dinkar Patil had made passive political resistance on border dispute in the year 1958. By this passive political resistance Police arrest them and 1 year keep in Jail. When they are in jail they decide to work for Shetkari Kamgar Party work.

In Legislative Assembly Dinkar Patil give speech on the question Farmer, agriculture labour, Urban, City and also on Kul Kayda Kamal Jamin Dharna, Rojgar Hami Yojna Kayda etc subject by their studious nature and make obstruction to Government. For their Studious speech to give them support stand Shripad Amrut Dange, P.G. Karkhanis Krushnrao Dhulap, Bapu Kaldane, Munaltai Gore, Dutta Patil, Ram Naik, Ram Thapse, Keshvrao Dhondge.

In the year 1972 in Maharashtra nine District draught situation. On that time Dinkar Patil was Shetkari Kamgar Party Group leader in Legislative assembly. Also they was Group leader of Complete Maharashtra Samiti. They meet earlier Chief Minister Vasantdada Naik and give idea to Vasantrao Naik about nine District draught situation. Vasattrao Naik had taken action on Dinkar Patil instruction and give
instruction to nine District Dist. Collector and take meeting of draught area all officer and after than make progress for solve the draught problem. They are enable to face common man, hence earlier Prime Minister Indira Gandhi had made emergency on 27th June. This emergency oppose all over Country. To stop opposition party voice make restriction on their independent. Dinkar Patil opposed this emergency, hence make them detained. Kept them in Pune Yervada Central Jail. Dinkar Patil is the third leader who had went to jail in emergency period. Dinkar Patil oppose for emergency, hence earlier Chief Minister Shakarrao Chavan request for rethink. But Dinkar Patil not accept the said. Famous advocate C.R. Dalvi request to Dinkar Patil to make new writ petition about his detained.

Dinkar Patil has loyalty on left front and their political, social work increase public contact, hence they elect from Panvel Electoral area four times. Because of Studious speech made by Dinkar Patil in Legislative assembly, Government had made changes in Maharashtra Revenue Law, Kul Kayda, on the name of Sainik keep Jalini Kul kayda, release water from upper farm to following farm kayda, Nucleus Testing objection law, For CIDCO to take farmer land law, M.I.D.C. farm to take law. Dinkar Patil had give instruction, but opposite party will not oppose them. In legislative assembly not only present farmer question, but also give 200 instruction for Mumbai Housing Repairing Law and on that time legislative assembly work run upto morning five o’clock. Dinkar Patil had not made compromise for Poor farmer cheating, when they are in opposite party leader. For which hard worker people they are doing work in legislative assembly as a public representative, hence they live their political life. Dinkar Patil identify themselves in legislative assembly as a against injustice Mulukhmaidani Toph, Buland Voice. They had given
speech in legislative assembly it is very studious. They never use Shivral language and their behavior was proper in General life. Government of Maharashtra had notice their political work and in December 1996 behalf of “Rashtraul Sansdiya Mandal Maharashtra Shasan” start “Excellent Speech Award”, which is received to Dinkar Patil on first year.

All over Maharashtra to implement Mandal Commission recommendation for that Dinkar Patil had visit in 1983 August and September at Konkan, Pachim Maharashtra, Marathwada & Vidarbh in this four Regional Division and planned Mandal Commission Janjagruti. They have taken meeting and tour in this District all area and from that district opposite party people make help to success this meeting. In this meeting, tour involve Shetkari Kamgar Party Progressive Yuvak organization Shri Dyanoba Mundhe, Shri Vijay Gavane, Mrs. Bharti Powar, Shri Janardhan Tupe, Adv. Sharad Gavane etc. In the Nagpur organize Mandal Commission rally present Dalit leader Shri Ramvilas Paswan, BJP Leader Shri Pramod Mahajan.

In Maharashtra legislative assembly take objection on Mandal report discussion, Dinkar Patil Mandal Commission tour notice by National level newspaper. Because of Dinkar Patil this tour run National Union of Backward Classes & Minorities Organization.

Under supervision of Dinkar Patil start war against CIDCO end on 1984 by the Glorious, Bravery, and Farmer Sangram. In January 1984 under Dinkar Patil supervision make Shetkari Public movement, it is notice by Government. As per that on dt . 10.3.1984 regarding Uran Farmer question “Jamin Bachao Sayukta Ladha” Samiti Chairman MLA Dinkar Patil and Maharashtra Chief Minister Vasantdada Patil was taking meeting. But on that day suddenly Vasantdada Patil went to Delhi, and informed Dinkar Patil this meeting is postponed. On that time Dinkar
Patil force them to take meeting today only. By this situation not again create any problem hence earlier Chief Secretary Ram Pradhan contact with Vasantdada Patil by Telephone, on that time Vasantdada Patil had given all right to Chief Secretary to speak with “Jamin Bachao Sayukta Ladha” Samiti and also said that they will not interfere in any decision. Chief Secretary Ram Pradhan and “Jamin Bachao Sayukta Ladha” Samiti Chairman MLA Dinkar Patil had made discussion with opposite party leader Shri Sharad Pawar on their “Sangram” Bunglow more than one hour and in that Government decide per acre 30 thousand and 12.50% land make development. State Government had take this decision under supervision Dinkar Patil and “Jamin Bachao Sayukta Ladha” Samiti accepted. As per that in Uran Shetkari movement which farmer land occupy for Nava Sheva bunder, give them thirty thousand rupees as a compensation and Government agreed doing development on their land 12.5% land. Uran Movement Kruti Samiti leader MLA Dinkar Patil & Legislative Assembly earlier opposite party leader Sharad Pawar and Government had made compromise and declared decision.

Against CIDCO start “Jamin Bachao Sayukta Ladha” by Dinkar Patil for Hard working farmer. In this struggle against them thousand of farmer had support from Uran, Jasai, Panvel, They bear Police oppression and Latihalle. Also bear life attack. In Police firing five people had expired. For Hard working people right they fight and not made any compromise. Because Dinkar Patil teach all project affected farmer that, “Hutatma’s Blood will not go waste, as don’t be waste” In 1984 Shetkari movement five peopled expired, it is keep in mind and Dinkar Patil establish Hutatma Smruti Memorial at Jasai Village, this Hutatma Smruti Shilp was 35 ft long, fiber glass, cement, ceramic Tiles and Sangmarvari floor and by Dinkar Patil trying best. To establish this Memorial Jasai
Village resident make Shramdan, Craftsman Moreshwar Pawar had not taken compensation at develop this Memorial within 28 days and its expenses of Rs. 75 thousand. This Memorial opening ceremony made on dt. 3rd May 1984 through Shetkari Kamgar Party founder Shri Bhausaheb Raut.